
2021 Summer Shootout Legend car and Bandolero car tire rules 
 

The intent of these rules is to keep fair cost-effective competition across all divisions. 

 

 

 

1. Each team will be allowed 6 brand new hoosier tires with nubs. 

 

2. Each tire will be branded by INEX officials. We will start branding tires at the first practice 

day of SSO.  Tires will be branded with division and car number and will not be allowed to 

be used on other cars during SSO (EIRI).  

 

3. After tires are branded they can be used at any time at CMS during SSO events. THESE 

TIRES ARE FOR SSO AT CMS ONLY!  Do not use these tires at other racetracks! INEX 

officials will be monitoring tire wear throughout SSO. all cars will be within the same range of 

tire wear and any tires that are out of range will be confiscated. We will use several tools to 

monitor this including timing and scoring.  

 

4. There will be NO PHYSICAL ALTERATIONS ALLOWED TO TIRES. Any branded tire 

found with physical alterations including during practice will be confiscated and Teams will 

have to purchase a new hoosier tire from U.S. Legend cars parts trailer at the race track. 

Each tire found to have physical alterations will result in a $100.00 fine and loss of all 

practice time and must start rear of feature for that event. 

                 

5. PHYSICAL ALTERATIONS are defined as: Anything that changes the outer surface of the 

tire other than the racing surface and/or inner surface as delivered from hoosier. IN OTHER 

WORDS NO BUFFING, CUTTING, CAMBERING, WIRE BRUSHING, SANDING, 

SOAKING, SCRAPING, OR ANYTHING YOU CAN THINK OF!! DO NOT PLAY GAMES 

WITH TIRES YOU WILL LOSE! 

 

6. Branded tires must be used during all SSO practice and competition.  

 

 

7. If a branded tire is damaged in on track events (and approved by INEX Tech officials) it can 

be replaced with a new (with nubs) hoosier tire. The damaged tire must be given to INEX 

officials before a new one will be branded. Any tire damaged on purpose will not be 

replaced. 

 

 

 

8. Round 5 of SSO, teams will be allowed to turn in 2 used branded tires and have 2 new with 

nubs hoosiers tires branded. This will be a round 5 option not a requirement. Tire swaps will 

not be allowed after round 5 is completed. All used tires turned in at round 5 will be returned 

to the teams after round 10 is complete. 



 

9. New teams (after round 1 of SSO) will be allowed to brand tires 6 tires on their first round. 

These new with nubs hoosier tires must be branded before competition. 

 

10. It is the team's responsibility to make sure they have the proper tires on with proper 

branding.  

 

11. We will be monitoring tire wear and will publicly post after each event what the tire depth 

minimum numbers will be and any tires under those numbers will be considered altered. 

 

12. In summary, you get 6 tires for SSO. you get 2 replacements at round 5. Once tires are 

branded they can be used for SSO practice and competition. DO NOT TOUCH YOUR 

TIRES IN ANY WAY SHAPE OR FORM and you will not have any tech issues. 

 

 

Legend Car Hoosier Rain Tire 

 

- The Legend Car Hoosier Rain Tire is to be run stock, as delivered by US Legend Cars 

International. Physical alterations to this tire are considered illegal. 

   


